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Abstract:The present letter describes an atomic scale investigation of a chemical reaction for selective 

hydrogen production. This clean fuel is a sustainable energy source. Because electron transfer is the key to such 

reactions, accurate methods based on quantum theory are used. The reaction between water and carbon 

monoxide has been used industrially with metal catalysts, usually Noble metals. There is a considerable 

economic and environmental challenge underpinning this application of a fundamental process limited by bond 

dissociation. That is the process often limiting reaction rates for industrial catalysis. Most mainstream quantum 

approaches fail to a greater or lesser degree in the description of bond dissociation. This new work presents a 

promising alternative: the initial analysis of a considerable mass of statistical data generated by the atomic-

scale Quantum Monte Carlo method to very stringent statistical accuracy for essential information on hydrogen 

production via the water-gas shift reaction with nickel catalyst. 

This is encouraging for establishing less well-known benchmark values of industrial reaction barriers on Ni 

(111). 
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I. Introduction 

 
Hydrogen is a clean fuel obtained by catalytic addition of water to carbon monoxide. The 

reactantsareinequilibriumwithproductsanditisenergeticallyless favorable inthedirection 

describedhere,producinghydrogen.Itisknownasthewater-gasshift(wgs)reactionand 

isgreatlyfacilitatedonanickelsurface.Thewgsreactionfollowstheequationbelow: 

 

CO + H2O → CO2 +H2 

 

Inspiteofmuchworkonthewater-gasshiftreaction(e.g.
1
),includingitsusetoproduce hydrogen, the 

mechanism and energy barrier are sparsely documented, althoughvarious 

approachesareassembledin
2
andthepresentworkaimstoprovideinformationobtainedbycalculation at an atomic-

electronic scale. 

Stochastic approaches to the Schrödinger equation (for systems evolving with time) are currently 

attracting significant rapidly growing interest. Such an approach is the Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) method, 

which is applied here. Errors can be made small, given time and the procedure scales well on highly parallel 

computers. This work gives so-called chemical accuracy for the water gas-shift activation energy barrier (i.e. 

energy to within 1 kcal/mol). The hydrogen produced (in the forward wgs) is a sustainable energy source, with 

combustion giving water which is one of the wgs reactants. 

The mechanistic study described in
2
assumes water dissociation is rate-limiting. It presents DFT, 

experiment and micro-kinetic modelling. The experimental apparent 

activationenergyitcitesas13.5kcal/molisalmostexactlythevalueobtainedherebyQuantum Monte Carlo (QMC). 

Conversely, the DFT evaluation is only 12.19 kcal/mol, significantly lower than in more recent work using a 

similar approach
3,4

. A comparative DFT 

study
3
gave13.99kcal/molforthewaterdissociationwhereasourQMCestimateforthispathwayis13.7kcal/mol

4
. We 

found a preferred concerted mechanism, with a QMC barrier of 13.4± 0.8 

kcal/mol.NotealsothatwaterdissociationleadstoadsorbedOH radicalin
2
,whichisnotreactive towardsthepre-

adsorbedCO,unlikewaterwithanO-Hbondstretchthatcanapproachthe 

COinasuitablemutualorientation(seebelow).Previouslypublishedactivationbarriersfor CO oxidation (involved in 

water-gas shift reaction mechanisms) are cited in
2
over arange with afactoroftwo between 

limits:11.3to23.3kcal/mol. 
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Chemicalaccuracyfortheenergybarriersencounteredbyreactingmolecules(activation 

energy)isdifficulttoobtain.Itisdeterminedasthedifferencebetweentwolargeandsimilar 

energiesforthesameatomsindifferentgeometries. 

1- The asymptoticgeometry. 

2- The Transition-stategeometry. 

 

In such a case, both energies need to be determined very accurately and the second geometry (so-called 

transition-state, TS) is difficult to locate. 

Atomswithsubstantialinteractionduringthewgsreactiondefineitsmolecularandsolid 

activesite(seeTable1,below).This’activesite’systemisembeddedinaperiodicsolid,i.e. the metal catalyst. The metal 

is platinum, with an exposed compact Ni (111) face (where the atoms are arranged in a honeycomb lattice). 

Reactant molecule interaction at thissurfacetipsthewater-

gasshiftequilibriumtowardshydrogenasaproduct.Inquantum methodology, there are many well-

establishedmethods.Few of them describe bond-dissociation 

(breaking)well.Onemethodthatdoesdeliverformolecule-solidsystems,asweshowhere, is Quantum Monte Carlo 

(QMC). As the name suggests, this approach is stochastic (or 

statistical).Itisbasedontheideaofdescribingmanyelectronsbyrandom-walks,subject to their interactions with each 

other and with atoms. QMC is not, in fact, restricted to a 

typeofparticle,intermsofthealgorithm.Todescribeelectrons,usersmustinputaguiding wave-function that has 

electronic anti-symmetry. This guiding wave-function must be as 

accurateaspossibletolimittherelatedsystematicerror.Itfollowsthatembeddingavery precisemolecularwave-

functionforthemoleculesandactivesiteintoaconvenientperiodic wave-function,isapromisingapproach. It caters 

forthewhole solid and adsorbates. 

 

II. Preparing the trialwave-function. 

 
In this work, the molecular part of the wave-function was prepared using thewell-known 

molecularabinitiosoftware,MOLPRO
5
,resortingtoMulti-ReferenceConfigurationInteraction (MRCI). The Full 

Configuration Interaction was carried out with NECI 
6
 and the 

TSgeometrydeterminedbyQMC.Fromthislargewave-function,thetop(mostweighted) configurations were retained 

for embedding in a periodic plane-wave function describingthewhole system, including the nickel substrate other 

that two of its atoms that were 

includedintheactivesite,onetorepresentthetriangleofequivalentatomsreactingwithwater at the close-packed 

(hexagonal in 2D) Ni(111) surface and the other the Ni-atom to which 

thereactingcarbonmonoxidemoleculewasinitiallybound.Howthisreactionproceeds,is a matter of intense research 

currently. It is generally accepted that the carbon monoxide 

moleculebindsfirst,ontopofametalatominthesurface.Thecarbonatomislinkedto 

themetalandbecomestheseatofapartialpositivecharge,whichmakesitreactivetowards oxygen atoms, like that in the 

water molecule. Afterwards, some authors suggest dissociation of water to form a hydroxyl radical (.OH) and a 

nascent hydrogen atom. An argument in favor of this would be the reactivity of the OH-radical 

although
2
indicates thisreactivityleads to OH-radical adsorption. Whatever reaction these radicals undergo, the 

O-H bondin water is very costly to break in energy terms and only a part of this energy could be recovered by 

forming a Ni-H bond at the surface. 

 

III. Locating theTransition-State. 

 
QMC estimates of all force constant (second derivatives with respect to internal co-ordinates) are 

evaluated to locate a TS. This is the saddle-point on the reaction path, so the force-constant in this direction is 

negative and all others positive. The water geometry has an O-H stretched whilst the oxygen is already 

beginning to bind to the carbon atom of the carbon monoxide molecule. This assumes that these molecules can 

approach each other, at the Ni (111) surface. We have seen that the carbon monoxide tends to be quite strongly 

adsorbed onto a given Ni-atom.Conversely, the water molecule is mobile and can diffuse at the surface, whilst 

the hydrogen atom of the stretched O-H bond binds to a neighbouringNi-atom in this surface. In the asymptotic 

geometry, the CO molecule is already bound to a surface Ni-atom and the water molecule, in its equilibrium 

geometry is a long distance further along the surface (7 Angstoms). 

The TS geometry we have located is illustrated below. The geometry may not have a stand-

outstructure,howeveritsenergyshouldbethesaddlepointvalue(maximumofthepath 

fromreactantstoproducts;likethetopofamountainpass). 
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Table 1: Molecular active site Bohr, referred to Ni (111), distances CO bond 1.43,O(water)–C1.63Å 

Molecular active site at TS (in Bohr) 

Z       x              y               z 

 

Ni 28       0.0000     0.0000     0.0000 

Ni 28      2.6137     4.5271     0.0000 

 C    6        2.6137     3.0179     4.3000 

 O    8       2.6137     4.4344     6.5864 

 O    8       1.7000     0.0000     4.3000 

 H    1       0.0000     0.0000     3.1500 

 H    1       1.0930     0.0000     6.0034 

 

NB the CO carbon is above the Ni triangle centroid 

H above Ni at origin. 

 

As such, it can be identified by the derivatives with respect to the set of position co-ordinates. There are 

many of these that are small in magnitude because around the TS 

therearenumerouslocalminima,wheresomestabilisationoccurscomparedtotheTS,so it is difficult to obtain a 

maximum with respect to the reaction path (where the second derivative is negative, since the final slope is 

downward i.e. negative and the initial slope 

upwardandpositive).Whenthevaluesareallsmall,signchangesarefrequentforasmall positional change, however 

these small force constants also imply the influence on total 

energyisnegligible.ThemethodsofQuantumMonteCarlocalculationarefoundindetail elsewhere
7
. 

 

IV. Quantum Monte CarloMethod. 

 
The software used is CASINO (well suited to solid state work). We begin by a relatively 

shortVariationalMonteCarlo(VMC)stepwiththeinputwave-function(plane-wavesfrom 

embeddingthemolecularactivesitewave-functionobtainedfromNECIforTSor the long-range asymptotic 

geometryinvolvingthesameatoms,  that isforwaterandCOonNi(111)). 

It is of paramount importance to optimise the explicit correlation factor during VMC. This is 

represented by a Jastrow factor built up of polynomials in terms of inter-

particledistance.TheJastrowfactorcatersforexplicitcorrelationofelectrons(e-eterms),electron nuclear terms (e-n) 

and it must also include all three-particle terms (electron pairs and a nucleus), summing over electron pairs and 

their distance to a given nucleus. Most of the 

calculationtimeisconsumedbytheDiffusionMonteCarlo(DMC)calculation.Thistakesthe 

correlatedinputfromVMC,intheformofreal-spaceconfigurationsorwalkers,distributed to represent electron density 

and propagates them in an imaginary time-variable obtained by transformingthetime-

dependentSchrödingerequationintoadiffusion-driftequation.This 

stochasticprocesscanbemadevariationalanderroringround-statepropertiesbecomesmall inthelong-

calculationtimelimit(timeisincreasedinsmallsteps).TheaccuracyofDMC, 

whichisparticularlyclosetofullcorrelationissecondtonone. 

 

V. Result 

 
FortheTSgeometry,illustratedinFigure1,QMCactivationenergyis13.4±0.2kcal/mol. 

Thefinalvalueofstandarderrorisdecreasedfour-foldbytwistaveraging
7
andthechoiceof super-

cellusedtodefineaperiodicsystemwithadsorbedmoleculesinrealspace.Thislow 

activationenergyisreadilyaccessibleandlendscredibilitytoaconcertedreactionmechanism in which O-H elongation in the 

water molecule occurs simultaneously with a bond-formation between its oxygen atom and the carbon monoxide 

molecule carbon atom. The leaving hydrogenatom,fromwaterisalsoformingaNi-Hbond. 
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Appendix: definition of the periodic cell structure for CASINO input. 

 

The molecular active site comprises CO adsorbed by the C-atom on a Ni (111) surface atom, and H2O above Ni 

at the origin, to define the triangle of Ni-atoms in the 111 face. A 

Nislabwith4atomsineachof5layersisdefinedasface-centredcubic,exposingacompact 111 face. see Figure1. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1:Ni slab: 2x2 atoms in a (111) surface, 4 ABABA layers cut from the FCC lattice.  
 

The top 3 layers are spaced according to experimental measurement. The last two derive from thebulk a = 3.912 

Angstoms. In plane Ni(111) atom-spacing is always a / (√2)and the last layers are  a / (√3) apart to ensure 

continuity with the bulk. The molecular part is defined with a MRCI wave-function using the Z=18 effective-

core potential for Ni-atoms
8
 leaving 10 valence electrons per atom. This is embedded in the Pt slab using the 

method of 
9
 for continuity of the electron potential and the whole system wave-function is expanded in plane-

waves expressed as B-splines
10

. Periodicity for ‘in plane, x,y’ directions is physical (doubled) and on the z-axis 

the slabs are repeated with a vacuum spacing of 20.8 Angstroms. The supercell has 872 electrons. On Jolliot-

Curie (CEA), 25 DMC steps take 45 mins on 4032 cores. 
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